"Doublex" fluorescent DNA sequencing: two independent sequences obtained simultaneously in one reaction with internal labeling and unlabeled primers.
The novel "doublex" DNA sequencing technique that makes it possible to obtain simultaneously two independent sequences from one sequencing reaction with the use of unlabeled primers and internal labeling is described. The different sequencing products are labeled in parallel with fluorescein-15-dATP and Texas red-5-dCTP present in the same tube. The characteristics of T7 DNA polymerase are exploited to ensure that only either of the labeled dNTPs is incorporated into the corresponding sequencing products. Specificity of labeling is ensured by the selection of primers. One of the unlabeled primers is chosen to be followed by an "A," the other by a "C" to be incorporated immediately downstream from the primer binding site. The doublex sequencing technique is applicable to the simultaneous sequencing of either the same DNA template/strand or a mixture of different templates. Combinations of unlabeled and labeled primers in the same sequencing reaction are also possible. The two sequences can be determined in parallel and on-line in the same lanes of a gel with a novel automated DNA sequencer, which was previously described for use with labeled primers.